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Debsch lighting was formed in 1987.
from the beginning our purpose was professionalism.

each item that we present to our public is a new design concept, cre-
ated using the latest technology ideas and the finest materials we can 
find. we pride ourselves on our efficient pre and post sales service.

Each lamp of the debsch lighting collection is dedicated to the cus-
tomer who appreciates originality created with safety in mind which 

anticipates and overtakes fashion trends.
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Sircle 
Family

There’s always something magic in the words “circles of light”, we discovered every 
little aspect of these words in the long journey we took to create something that, we 

believe, is outstanding. 
The perfect shape of Sircle is an exemplary synthesis between the designer’s creativity, 

research for new materials, and technology. 
Sircle won’t just capture your eyes with its minimalistic and pure design but also is ca-

pable to provide 360° lighting of the surrounding environment, and for us that’s the main 
point: products that do really make light and atmosphere. 

The high quality LED ensures a high level of energy efficiency and durability and the light 
is warm, perfectly diffused thanks to the high density plastic ring: it’s bright but its bright-

ness is not aggressive to your eyes, so that you can watch it and enjoy it.
The family of Sircle is produced in several different models and applications, all studied 
to the very last detail in order to create a sense of perfection. We are sure that you will 
enjoy our work, from the easiness of the mounting system to the durability and solidity 
of the lamp. As we do, take your time and explore every single perspective of the new 

Debsch iconic product.
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See all details at page: 38

CIRCLE SUSPENSION

Code Description Colors Lumens (lm)
Power 
(Watt)

SRS0-011 With two rings (1 x 18cm Ø, 1 x 24cm Ø) White & Black 2553 20,5

SRS0-111 With three rings (1 x 12cm Ø, 1 x 18cm Ø, 1 x 24cmØ) White & Black 3213 26

SRS0-222 With six rings (2 x 12cm Ø, 2 x 18cm Ø, 2 x 24cm Ø) White & Black 5106 52

There are three different rings sizes: small (12 cm Ø), medium (18 cm Ø) and large (24 cm 
Ø), the total number of elements depends on the model.  The length of cables is adjustable 

from the top rob (A): the cable can rotate on itself as well as the ring (B), the anchor point of 
the cable can be adjusted from the top rod, far or near to the ceiling rose (C), also the posi-
tion of the top rods can be rotated in the horizontal plane, resulting in a different layout of the 
attached rings(D). The position of all the rings is then completely adjustable in both horizontal 
and vertical directions.
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Sircle
Suspension

Suspension lamp providing diffused lights.  The lighting rings 
consist of the diffuser, made in high density polymer, and the 

aluminium ring that ensure the right amount of cooling to the LED. 
Position of the rings and so the overall look of the design are highly 
customizable. 
The white ceiling rose is made of aluminium and steel and contains 
the LED driver.

Sircle Suspension is produced in 3 different configurations by de-
fault but it’s possible to order custom configuration and colors.

Designer: H. Khademi
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SIRCLE WALL

Code Description Colors Lumens (lm)
Power 
(Watt)

SRP0-200 With two rings (2 x 12cm Ø) White & Black 1320 11

SRP0-020 With two rings (2 x 18cm Ø) White & Black 2076 17

SRP0-110  With two rings (1 x 12cm Ø, 1 x 18cm Ø) White & Black 1698 14

SRP0-210  With three rings (2 x 12cm Ø, 1 x 18cm Ø) White & Black 2358 19

SRP0-120 With three rings (1 x 12cm Ø, 2 x 18cm Ø) White & Black 2736 22,5

See all details at page: 38

There are three different rings size, small (12 cm Ø), medium (18 cm Ø), the total number of 
elements depends on the model. Rings position are adjustable from the rod. 
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Sircle
wall

Ceiling lamp providing diffused and reflected lights. The lighting 
rings consists of a high density polymer diffuser and the alumin-

ium ring that ensure the right level of cooling to the LED. The white 
ceiling rose contains the driver for the LED, it’s made of aluminium 
and steel.  

Sircle Ceiling is produced in 5 different configurations by default. 
It’s possible to order custom configuration and colours.

Designer: H. Khademi
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See all details at page: 39

SIRCLE CEILING

Code Description Colors Lumens (lm)
Power 
(Watt)

SRC0-011  With two rings (1 x 18cm Ø, 1 x 24cm Ø) White & Black 2550 20,5

SRC0-111 With three rings (1 x 12cm Ø, 1 x 18cm Ø, 1 x 24cmØ) White & Black 3213 26

SRC0-021 With three rings (2 x 18cm Ø, 1 x 24cm Ø) White & Black 3591 29

SRC0-121 With four rings (1 x 12.cm Ø, 2 x 18cm Ø, 1 x 24cm Ø) White & Black 4251 31,5

SRC0-211  With four rings (2 x 12.cm Ø, 1 x 18cm Ø, 1 x 24cm Ø) White & Black 3873 31,5

There are three different rings size, small (12 cm Ø), medium (18 cm Ø), large (24 cm Ø) the 
total number of elements depends on the model. Rings position are adjustable from the rob. 
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See all details at page:
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         Sircle  
Ceiling

Ceiling lamp providing diffused and reflected lights. The lighting 
rings consists of a high density polymer diffuser and the alumin-

ium ring that ensure the right level of cooling to the LED. The white 
ceiling rose contains the driver for the LED, it’s made of aluminium 
and steel.  

Sircle Ceiling is produced in 5 different configurations by default. It’s 
possible to order custom configuration and colours.

Designer: H. Khademi

DEBSCH - CATALOGUE 2015
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See all details at page: 40

SIRCLE LONG

Code Description Colors Lumens (lm)
Power 
(Watt)

SRL0-100  With one ring (12cm Ø) White & Black 660 5,5

SRL0-010 With one ring (18cm Ø) White & Black 1038 8,5

SRL0-110  With two rings (1 x 12cm Ø, 1 x 18cm Ø) White & Black 2553 14

There’s two rings size, small (12 cm Ø), medium (18 cm Ø), the total number of elements 
depends on the model. The total length of the black rod is 185 cm or 195 cm (depending 

on model). Dimmer on wire.
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Wall lamp providing diffused and reflected light. The lighting rings 
consist of a high density polymer diffuser and the aluminium ring 
that ensure the right level of cooling to the LED. 

At the bottom of the rod a cable (1,5 m long) connects the lamp with 
the driver which is mounted on plug (with U.S.A., U.K., EU adapters 
included), this gives to the customer the freedom to install the lamp 
anywhere there’s a socket.

Designer: H. Khademi

         Sircle  
Long

DEBSCH - CATALOGUE 2015
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See all details at page: 40
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RICCI

Code Description Colors Lumens (lm)
Power 
(Watt)

RicX LED cold temperature color / Beam cone 25° or 40° angle White & Black 540 7

RinX LED neutral temperature color / Beam cone 25° or 40° angle White & Black 540 7

RiwX LED warm temperature color / Beam cone 25° or 40° angle White & Black 540 7

Suspension lamp providing direct light. The LED, aluminium cooler and lens are custom 
made, two curved rods and wires connects the lights to the ceiling rose. LED are available 

in cold, neutral or warm colour temperature, and the light beam is available with a diffusion 
cone of 40 or 25 degree angle.
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Just the essential, with that feeling of softness and the elegance, a 
slim black outline that design your space.  This eye-catcher prod-

uct is simple but unique and will give you a sense of preciousness. 
Nothing is hidden, as every part co creates the entire design, from 
the LED lens to the emitter itself, and the cooler, the rod and the ca-
ble, every technical piece is custom made with the highest possible 
quality. The integrated LED emitter creates a rich spot of light and is 
availble is several colour temperatures. 
Take your time and watch Ricci from many different perspectives, 
you will discover how its shape changes from any angle you look at 
it.

Designer: H. Khademi

Ricci

DEBSCH - CATALOGUE 2015
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SOLITARIO

See all details at page: 40

Suspension lamp providing direct light. The weight cylinder balance the lamp and keep the 
wire in tension from the black and white ceiling rose, steel wires keep the chromed steel 

rodand light in position, true Swarovky Crystal Elements decorate the overall design. 
The orientation of the spot LED is adjustable in vertical position (170 degrees of orientation) 
from the black height and whole body can rotate from the ceiling rose.  
LEDs are available in cold, neutral or warm colour temperature, and the light beam is available 
with a diffusion cone of 40 or 25 degree angle.

Code Description Colors Lumens
Power 
(Watt)

SocX LED cold temperature color / Beam cone 25° or 40° angle Black & Chrome 270 4

SonX LED neutral temperature color / Beam cone 25° or 40° angle Black & Chrome 270 4

SowX LED warm temperature color / Beam cone 25° or 40° angle Black & Chrome 270 4
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The design of Solitario is inspired by jewelry, tiny wires with pre-
cious elements. This emotional spot light, full of technology 

and creativity just reveals itself with all the beauty of a well curved 
shape, perfectly balanced, true Swarovky Crystal Elements, and 
the beautiful LED bulb. The spot can perfectly light every surface, 
just move it vertically to a new position and every different angle will 
create a different outline of it. The custom made LED, the cooling 
element and lens are made with the latest technologies and guaran-
tee a great light, durable and focused.

Designer: H. Khademi

Solitario

DEBSCH - CATALOGUE 2015
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ARYA

See all details at page: 41

Suspension light providing diffused light from the parabolic diffuser. The lamp comes with 
two or three lighting units based on the model.  Each unit consists of a white aluminium rod 

that holds the high quality LED source. The polycarbonate diffuser is mounted on it and re-
flects light above and below the lamp. A wire connect the unit to the ceiling rose witch contain 
the LED driver. The whole unit can rotate from the ceiling rose. LED are available in cold, neu-
tral or warm colour temperature.

Code Description Colors
Power 
(Watt)

Ar2X With 2 lighing units - LED in cold/neutral/warm temperature color Black & White 6

Ar3X With 3 lighing units - LED in cold/neutral/warm temperature color Black & White 9

Ar5X With 5 lighing units - LED in cold/neutral/warm temperature color Black & White 15
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Softness and lightness: just pure emotional light. ARYA, comes 
from the combination of the Italian word aria, air, and Arya, a 

personal noun in Iranian culture. This is what the design
was inspired by: something that seems light and pure.  
The light beam is generated by a high quality LED, the prefect 
reflection of the light beam along the parabola creates a diffused 
warm atmosphere, and also provides a great quantity of light.

Designer: H. Khademi

Arya
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See all details at page: 41
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LULE

Suspension light providing direct light to the surface. The cylinder are made of aluminium 
and can hold any type of GU10, the lamp holder brings direct 220v/110v. One single steel 

cable keeps the two cylinders in position, this also creates the ‘lift’ effects. When one unit is 
moved, the other moves in the opposite direction. Two wires bring electric current from the 
ceiling rose to the cylinders. Replacing LED lamp is easy to be done from the bottom.

Lamp bulbs not included.

Code Description Colors

Lu2 With 2 lighing units - GU10 lampholder Black / White
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Classics never die. LULE is a pleasant  product with some greats 
features. It’s movable, as thanks to a lift system every unit can 

be shifted, and when moving one unit, the other will move in the op-
posite direction. It’s joyful, and beside the default colours, the body 
and wire can be ordered in several different colors. It’s flexible, it 
can hold any type of GU10 L.E.D lamps.  All materials are made of 
great quality materials and this makes LULE a solid durable and 
great lamp

Designer: H. Khademi

Lule

DEBSCH - CATALOGUE 2015
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See all details at page:
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It took a great amount of time to create something unique and full of features, and we are 
proud of the result. The elegance of Verse suits perfectly every place that has to be greatly 

illuminated. The first important feature is the light: Verse can bring you all the power of the G11 
lamps with all type of sources as halogen, CDM or L.E.D. The head of this lamp is movable 
with an angle of 180° which is perfect to adjust it to the right position.  
Comes in different sizes that work greatly both on a wall or a ceiling and can be mounted on 
standard track lighting. Verse is our vision of a technical lamp, a pure design product with 
great capabilities and durability. As all details are important, we developed for this device a 
“pure” fixing system that permits a clean and fast assembling by the installer.

Verse 
family
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See all details at page:
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See all details at page: 41

Code Description Colors

VeXXXL1  Tot. Height:310 cm / Cdm - Led Osram - Led Philips - QR11 (Halogen) Black / White / Custom

VeXXXL2  Tot. Height:250 cm / Led Osram - Led Philips - QR11 (Halogen) Black / White / Custom

VeXXXB3  Track lighting mounting / \Tot. Height:212 cm / Led Osram - Led Philips Black / White / Custom

VERSE

Wall

Ceiling

L. track

Wall

Ceiling

L. track

Wall

Ceiling

L. track

Verse 310 Verse 250 Verse 212
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Verse 
310 - 250 - 215

Spot lamp with direct light. The lamp is composed of the body, that hold 
the driver (where needed), and the head, that hold the bulb, both in 

aluminium. The head is 180° adjustable. The whole lamp comes in three 
different heights: 215 cm, 250cm, and 315cm. Verse holds G11 bulb with 
any type of source: halogen, CDM or LED. Easy to apply on wall or ceiling, 
or track lighting. Replacing LED lamp is easy to be done from the bottom.

Designer: H. Khademi
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See all details at page: 42

Code Description Colors

VEXXXLG Tot. Height:860 cm /  Led Osram - QR11 (Halogen) Black / White / Custom

VERSE LONG
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Ceiling spot lamp providing direct light. The lamp is composed of 
one aluminium body, that holds the driver and the lamp. Total 

height: 860cm. Verse Long holds G11 bulb with halogen or LED 
source. Easy to apply on ceiling. Replacing LED lamp is easy to be 
done from the bottom.

Designer: H. Khademi

Verse 
Long

DEBSCH - CATALOGUE 2015
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See all details at page: 43

Code Description Colors Lumens
Power
(Watt)

YOYO12 Ld 12 Light bulbs (Included) Grey 5040 42

YOYO8 Ld 8 Light bulbs (Included) Grey 3360 28

YOYO6 Ld 6 Light bulbs (Included) Grey 2520 21

Suspension lamp providing diffused lighting with 6 or 8 or 12 lighting sources. 
Metal lamp body available in metallized light grey finish with stainless steel spiral cables. 

Murano glass spheres counterbalances allow the lamps to move up and down over the steel 
cable.
Murano glass spheres are available in crystal, blue, green, red, acquamarine colours. LED 
powered. 

YOYO
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Yoyo
2015 restyle

31

Yoyo has been an iconic Debsch product for many years. This big 
suspension lamp fit perfectly in every medium-big space and creates 

a great atmosphere with its elegant shape. It’s totally re-shapeable, ev-
ery day, just with a movement.  Thanks to a lift effect, the lamp bulbs are 
counterbalanced by a glass sphere, both the sphere or the bulb can be 
moved up or down and the other will follow it in the opposite direction. 
Thanks to this great feature Yoyo is a very dynamic lamp. In 2015 we 
decided to restyle it, focusing on the movement and a new light source: 
great LED bulbs. Take your time and play a bit with the infinite possibilities 
of its outline.

Designer: H. Khademi
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ONDEX

Wall fixture providing diffused lighting. Metal lamp body available in chrome, metallized light 
grey - chromate details and white finishes. Tubular sandblasted pyrex glass diffuser. 
Ondex parete comes also with a Murano glass sphere available in crystal, blue, pink, green, 
red, yellow, aquamarine and amber colours.
Bulbs: B15d - G9 (Halogen)

Ondex Long is powered with plug and dimmerable. Easy to mount.
Ondex Parete needs a classic wall mounting.

18
9

273

See all details at page: 43

Code Description Colors
Power
(Watt)

OXL3040 ONDEX LONG - Powered with a plug, dimmerable. Grey 75

OXP3040 ONDX PARETE Grey 75
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Our best selling product. The design comes from the idea of an 
old candle holder, but with a minimalist and elegant attitude. 

Ondex long fits perfectly in every space and it’s powered with a 
plug, so it can be applied everywhere there’s a socket.

Designer: H. Khademi

Ondex
Parete

Ondex
Long
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JEIDI

Suspension lamp providing diffused lighting. The light element runs vertically over a steel 
cable. Metal lamp body available in chrome, metallized light grey and black/anthracite fin-

ishes. White painted pyrex external glass diffuser and tubular sandblasted pyrex internal glass 
diffuser. Powering with plug. Dimmer. Easy to mount.

See all details at page: 43

Code Description Colors
Power
(Watt)

JD3030 JEIDI  - powered with plug - dimmerable Grey 75
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Jeidi

Jeidi is one our most famous products. It own it’s popolarity to the 
design and the movement, you can adjust it vertically in every 

position, and so you can have a dimmed soft light near you, or a 
large diffuse light near the ceiling with just one movement. Jeidi is 
made of 116 parts, all custom made and perfectly studied, to make 
it a great durable lamp.

DEBSCH - CATALOGUE 2015
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Sircle Suspension

Suspension lamp providing diffused lights. Rings dimensions: 1 x 12 cm Ø, 1 x 18 cm Ø, 1 x 24 cm Ø

Wall lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dimensions: 2 x 18 cm Ø

Suspension lamp providing diffused lights. Rings dimensions: 1 x 18 cm Ø, 1 x 24 cm Ø

Wall lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dimensions: 2 x 12 cm Ø

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

230/110V 

230/110V 

230/110V 

230/110V 

3213 lm

2076 lm

2553 lm

1320 lm

26 Watt

17 Watt

20,5 Watt

11 Watt

H:100,0 cm W: 36,0 cm

W: 36 cm

H:100,0 cm W: 36,0 cm

W: 24 cm

SRS0-111

SRP0-020

SRS0-011

SRP0-200

Sircle suspension with 3 rings

Sircle wall with 2 rings

Sircle suspension with 2 rings

Sircle wall with 2 rings

Sircle Suspension

Sircle Wall

Sircle Suspension
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Suspension lamp providing diffused lights. Rings dimensions: 2 x 12 cm Ø, 2 x 18 cm Ø, 2 x 24 cm Ø

Wall lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dimensions: 1 x 12 cm Ø, 1 x 18 cm Ø

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

230/110V 

230/110V 

5106 lm

1698 lm

52 Watt

14 Watt

H:100,0 cm W: 36,0 cm

W: 30 cm

SRS0-222

SRP0-110

Sircle suspension with 6 rings

Sircle wall with 2 rings



Wall lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dimensions: 1 x 12 cm Ø, 2 x 18 cm Ø

Wall lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dimensions: 2 x 12 cm Ø, 1 x 18 cm Ø

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

230/110V 

230/110V 

2736 lm

2358 lm

22,5 Watt

19 Watt

W: 30 cm

W: 30 cm

SRP0-120

SRP0-210

Sircle wall with 3 rings

Sircle wall with 3 rings

Sircle Ceiling

DEBSCH - CATALOGUE 2015
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Ceiling lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dimensions: 1 x 18 cm Ø, 1 x 24 cm Ø

Ceiling lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dimensions: 1 x 12 cm Ø, 1 x 18 cm Ø, 1 x 24 cm Ø

Ceiling lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dimensions: 2 x 18 cm Ø, 1 x 24 cm Ø

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

230/110V 

230/110V 

230/110V 

2550 lm

3213 lm

3591 lm

20,5 Watt

26 Watt

29 Watt

W: 42 cm

W: 42 cm

W: 42 cm

SRC0-011

SRC0-111

SRC0-021

Sircle ceiling with 3 rings

Sircle ceiling with 3 rings

Sircle ceiling with 3 rings

Ceiling lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dim: 1 x 12 cm Ø, 2 x 18 cm Ø, 1 x 24 cm Ø

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

230/110V 4151 lm 34,5 Watt W: 42 cm

SRC0-121 Sircle ceiling with 4 rings

Ceiling lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Rings dim: 2 x 12 cm Ø, 1 x 18 cm Ø, 1 x 24 cm Ø

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

230/110V 3873 lm 52 Watt W: 42 cm

SRC0-211 Sircle ceiling with 4 rings
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Ricci

Solitario

Sircle LongSircle Long

Wall lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Plug powered. Rings dimensions: 1 x 18 cm Ø

Wall lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Plug powered. Rings dimensions: 1 x 12 cm Ø

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

230/110V 

230/110V 

1038 lm

660 lm

8,5 Watt

5,5 Watt

H: 210,7 cm

H:199,5 cm

SRL0-010

SRL0-100

Sircle long with 1 ring

Sircle long with 1 ring

Wall lamp providing diffused and reflected light. Plug powered. Rings dimensions: 1 x 12 cm Ø, 1 x 18 cm Ø

Led 2700 K - available also neutral (4000 K) and cold (6000 K) temp. colour

230/110V 1698 lm 14 Watt H:210,7 cm

SRL0-110

17
0

19
95 21

07

Sircle long with 2 rings

Suspension lamp providing direct light.

Led warm- available also neutral and cold temp. colour

230/110V 540 lm 7 Watt H:150 cm

RiX-2 Ricci

Light Beam cone available 25° or 40° angle

Suspension lamp providing direct light.

Led warm- available also neutral and cold temp. colour

230/110V 270 lm 3,5 Watt H:130 cm   W. max:30 cm

SowX Solitario

Light Beam cone available 25° or 40° angle



Arya

Lule

Verse   -   Ceiling/wall mount
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Suspension light providing direct light. GU10 mount. Lamp bulbs not included.

Custom combination of coulous: Body available in *colori”, wires avalable in “.”

230/110V H: 130 cm

LU2 Lule

Spot lamp with direct light. G11 (Halogen, LED Osram, LED Philips, CDM mount) lamp bulb not included.

Ceiling or wall mount. Body colour available in black or white (other colors on request)

230/110V H: 31,0 cm

VEXXXL1 Verse 310 ceiling/wall

Spot lamp with direct light. G11 (Halogen, LED Osram, LED Philips) lamp bulb not included.

Ceiling or wall mount. Body colour available in black or white (other colors on request)

230/110V H: 25,0 cm

VEXXXL2 Verse 250 ceiling/wall

Suspension light providing diffused light from 2 lighting units

230/110V 6 Watt ??

AR2c Arya 2

Suspension light providing diffused light from 3 lighting units

230/110V 9 Watt ??

AR3c Arya 3

Suspension light providing diffused light from 5 lighting units

230/110V 15 Watt ??

AR5c Arya 5



Suspension lamp providing diffused lighting with 6 lighting source. LED lamp bulbs included.

Sphere colors Temp color: 2700 K

230/110V Lm: 2520 21 Watt H:122 cm

YOYO6 Ld Yoyo 6

Spot lamp with direct light. G11 (QR11Halogen, LED Osram, LED Philips, CDM mount) lamp bulb not included.

Track lighting mount. Body colour available in black or white (other colors on request)

230/110V H: 31,0 cm

VEXXXB1 Verse 310 track lighting

Spot lamp with direct light. G11 (QR11 Halogen, LED Osram, LED Philips) lamp bulb not included.

Track lighting mount. Body colour available in black or white (other colors on request)

230/110V H: 25,0 cm

VEXXXB2 Verse 250 track lighting

Spot lamp with direct light. G11 (LED Osram, LED Philips mount, QR11 Halogen) lamp bulb not included.

Track lighting mount. Body colour available in black or white (other colors on request)

230/110V H: 21,0 cm

VEXXXB3 Verse 210 track lighting

Ceiling  lamp with direct light. G1 (Halogen, LED Osram, LED Philips mount) lamp bulb not included.

Track lighting mount. Body colour available in black or white (other colors on request)

230/110V H: 86,0 cm

VEXXXLG Verse Long

Verse Long

Yoyo

Verse   -  standard track lighting mount
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Suspension lamp providing diffused lighting with 8 lighting source. LED lamp bulbs included.

Sphere colors Temp color: 2700 K

230/110V Lm: 3360 28 Watt H:122 cm

YOYO8 Ld Yoyo 8

Suspension lamp providing diffused lighting with 12 lighting source. LED lamp bulbs included.

Sphere colors Temp color: 2700 K

230/110V Lm: 5040 42 Watt H:122 cm

YOYO12 Ld Yoyo 12

Suspension lamp providing diffused lighting. Powering with plug.

230/110V 75 Watt H: 31,0 cm

JD3030 Jeidi

Wall fixture providing diffused lighting. Halogen lamp bulb not included.

Available in colors:

230/110V 75 Watt

OXP3040 Ondex Parete

Wall fixture providing diffused lighting. Halogen lamp bulb not included.

Available in colors:

230/110V 75 Watt

OXL3040 Ondex Long

Ondex

Jeidi
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Thank you.

DEBSCH.
ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

DEBSCH lighting S. r. l
Tel. ++39.030.9823781

Via UGO LA MALFA 76
I-25050 PROVAGLIO D’ISEO BS

ITALY

info@debsch.it

Thanks to: Francesco Grani.
Photos: Ottavio Tomasini


